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PROPORTIONER CALIBRATION INSTRUCTIONS
IRPROP-AD1  Kochek’s Proportioner

For pesticide, liquid fertilizer and surfactant applications

Calibration Techniques: The Kochek Proportioner comes standard with our 25 GPM Multi-Mist Nozzle provid-
ing the most efficient spray pattern application.

Areas recommended for Proportioner: Troubled Greens, Bunker Faces, Environmentally sensitive and Hilly 
areas, Ornamentals, Areas not easily accessed by sprayer or spray boom.

Calculations: Applicator nozzle dispenses 25 GPM or (25 gallons x 128 ounces) 3200 ounces per minute. 
Three setting .5%, 1% and 3% will allow you to educt ****16 ounces of material per minute at .5%,**** 32 
ounces of material per minute at 1% setting and **** 96 ounces of material per minute at the 3% setting (you 
would need the gallon jug and adapter option for this setting, IRPROP-GALLON).

1) Fill quart (32 ounces) chemical container with water and dye to track chemical spray pattern unless doing 
calibration on asphalt or concrete where water alone can be viewed. 
  

2) Connect water source to Proportioner and with eductor dial set at zero (0), begin spraying water and 
adjust multi-mist nozzle until achieving desired spray pattern. Turn off bale valve.
  

3) Click eductor dial to .5% , turn on bale valve and begin spraying. Apply quickly and evenly at desired 
volume until 32 ounces of eductor bottle have been depleted. 
  

4) Measure area covered with dyed water which should have taken approximately 1 minute. 
  

5) Repeat previous steps with preferred amount of liquid in proportioning bottle and cover desired square 
footage, application rates vary dpending upon the product being used.

TIPS: a 4- 8 ounce/M (1000 ft. sq.) application rate should empty bottle within 40 seconds and should allow 
operator to cover a 5000-7000 square foot area. Application rates will vary depending upon the product 
being applied. For surfactants and turf paint the gallon jug attachment should be used.  For applying large 
volumes of material, the chemical container can be used with a long draw tube (up to 15 feet). 

NOTE:  You need a 25 Gallon per minute �ow in order to operate Proportioner
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